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INTRODUCTION
Activating Change Together for Community Food Security (ACT
for CFS) is a 5-year participatory action research project (2010
to 2015) that aims to increase community food security for all
Nova Scotians. Rooted in lived experiences, real community
needs and innovative solutions, ACT for CFS amplifies and
broadens conversation, research, and action to strengthen
capacity for policy change.
Supported by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council (SSHRC), the project involves a large team of over 120
individuals from community, university, and government
sectors, representing over 60 organizations. Our vision of
community food security in Nova Scotia includes access to enough affordable, healthy, and culturally
appropriate food, produced in socially, economically, and environmentally sustainable ways.

ACT for CFS Research Questions
1. What are the components of, and factors
contributing to, community food security
in Nova Scotia?
2. How can we build capacity for policy
change at multiple levels to improve
community food security?
3. What and how can a communityuniversity research process contribute to
the theory and practice of policy change
related to community food security?

TEAM GATHERING, HALIFAX, NS
In August 20-22, 2013, over 80 ACT for CFS team members came together at the Mount Saint Vincent
University campus to learn, reconnect, collaborate, and inspire each other. The purpose of this gathering
was to share what we’ve been learning during the first half of the project and prepare for the next 1.5 years
of change and action. This gathering provided a key opportunity to reconnect with one another and weave
together the multiple threads and stories within the ACT for CFS project, bringing together diverse voices to
shape next steps.
Throughout this document, you will find colourful diagrams and charts. These were created
during the gathering as a way to record key points and questions -- a way to graphically record
our conversations. You can find full-page versions to print in Appendix One.
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DAY 1 (AUGUST 20, 2013): WHAT ARE WE LEARNING ABOUT COMMUNITY FOOD SECURITY?
Patty Williams, Director of the Food Action Research Centre (FoodARC) at Mount Saint Vincent University
and Co-Director of ACT for CFS, began the event by delivering a warm welcome to all. Patty discussed the
valuable relationships that have propelled and sustained the ACT for
CFS project – built at local, provincial, national and even international
levels over the past decade. Each person involved brings his or her
unique experiences and perspectives to the collaborative work.
In keeping with our principles for working together and commitment to
participatory action research (PAR), a participatory process was chosen
to host this gathering. A team worked to create a welcoming
environment to allow everyone attending to bring their passions,
unique wisdom and experience, and creativity to plan the last phase of
ACT for CFS together.
The project has come a long way since 2010. Patty reviewed the
purpose of ACT for CFS – to amplify and broaden conversation, research,
and action to strengthen capacity for policy change – and our values and
principles for working together. Now is a time to pause, see the big
picture, dig into what we have learned, reflect and support each other
to think critically, and to look forward and imagine how best we can
contribute to creating the legacy of our collective work – the conditions
needed to nurture community food security through action and policy
change into the future.
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OVERVIEW OF THE PARTICIPATORY COMMUNITY FOOD SECURITY ASSESSMENTS
To help answer our first research question, ACT for CFS initiated Participatory Community Food Security
Assessments as a way to develop a picture of community food security at the community-level. The
intention is to use the data collected to better understand how to build community food security, including
what is and isn’t working and what policies could be changed or developed. The Participatory Community
Food Security Assessments are being carried out in partnership with four communities using participatory
research and leadership as “case communities.” Each community process is led by a partnership of local
organizations and community volunteers and contributes to strengthening relationships, capacity, and
engagement around food issues, while also collecting vital information.
There are many different dimensions to
community food security. Through stakeholder
conversations (2011-2012) in communities and
provincially, we agreed to collect information on
eleven common indicators within each
community, as well as one unique indicator that
represented a particular issue of relevance . A
lot of information has been collected, but it’s
rich, complex, and exciting to see.
Please visit the ACT for CFS website for more
information.
During the afternoon, participants heard about the experiences of the four case communities and some
highlights of the data collected. Those attending were able to visit community displays and heard about
other research connected with ACT for CFS that contributes to our understanding of community food
security. Below is the graphic record of the rich and complex information that was shared.
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COMMUNITY STORIES
Each community shared a brief story to describe why their communities wanted to participate in the
project, highlights of what they heard, what has inspired them, and much more.
EASTERN SHELBURNE COUNTY

SPRYFIELD

 Explore how people access food.
 Found that they were learning together.
 Enjoyed being able to go to learn about their
“home.”
 Interested in the lived experiences.
 Participants found they had a lot to share.
 Important that their voices are being heard.

 Spryfield was once a farming community that
fed Halifax.
 Strong history of community food projects.
 Gratification in hearing residents’ views.
 Important to use people’s real words.
 Concerns about food accessibility and
availability.
 Excited to get such diverse voices and stories.

KINGS COUNTY

PICTOU

 Seeing hunger in the community.
 Community responses include a food box
program and a feeding/learning garden.
 Strong farming community & food is
abundant in the area, but people are hungry.
 Food not always affordable.
 Desire to see change motivated our
participation.

 Project helped to develop relationships within
the community.
 Tried to capture diverse voices, important for
the “less often” heard.
 Viewed as a co-learning opportunity.
 Recognizing the gaps in support for many in the
community (e.g., women who are
breastfeeding).
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PARTICIPATORY COMMUNITY FOOD SECURITY ASSESSMENTS – ANALYSIS TEAM
PRESENTATIONS
Four analysis teams with diverse representation from community and academic partners were created to
tackle the large amount of information gathered (mostly qualitative, with some quantitative), both within
and across communities. Between June and
August 2013, each team met frequently and
reviewed a particular grouping of the data
to address a particular aspect of community
food security. In this short time frame, the
teams were not able to review all of the
data, instead they focused on a sample of
the information available from the common
indicators to consider how best to approach
the analysis and to also provide an initial
review. Results are still several steps away,
but each team presented initial insights to those gathered using a Prezi (link available upon request). The
purpose of sharing early information was to: re-connect team members with the research, invite
involvement into future analysis steps, and provide a foundation for conversations guiding the next 1.5
years of the project. Below are the questions each team used in their review process:





Team A: Who is vulnerable to food insecurity and Why? How do we care for people?
Team B: What are peoples’ experiences with community food security?
Team C: What does the current food system look like and does it support/not support community
food security?
Team D: Strength of the Local Food system

The analysis teams were able to use a social-ecological framework1 as a way to organize the information.
This framework emphasizes multi-level linkages and relationships among multiple factors that potentially
impact community food security. It focusses on four broad levels of influences, considering:
 Personal/individual factors (e.g., behaviours, cognitions, and biological and demographic factors)
 Social environment factors (e.g., interactions with family, friends, peers, and others in the
community via role modeling, social support, and social norms)
 Physical environment factors (e.g., work, home, school, restaurants); and
 Macro-level environmental factors (e.g., food systems, policies, price structures).
What emerged included some trends relating to peoples’ experiences with to food insecurity including
(mis)perceptions, judgment, and stress. In addition, the data surfaced around tensions that exist between

1

Story, M., Kaphingst, K., Robinson-O’Brien, R., and Glanz, K. (2008). Creating Healthy Food and Eating Environments: Policy and
Environmental Approaches. Annual Review in Public Health, 29, 253-72.
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interest and desire to support local food production and the systems, processes, infrastructure, and
capacity necessary to do so.
Next steps included completing a thorough review (including expanding the data reviewed), connecting
results with other analysis teams and communities, and putting any findings into social, political, and
economic contexts.
Reactions from event participants to the presentations of initial research:
“I’m impressed with the richness of the data
being collected. This is the tip of the iceberg it’s a very complex, multi-layered issue!”
“Good to see the ways to organize the data into
something we can wrap our minds around.”
“Some similar ideas are emerging between analysis
teams. We need to explore how to connect them.”

“How can we put this knowledge into meaningful
pieces, so we can use them?”
“Much of the information is known already, but it’s
important to have it validated. It’s also nice to see
the trends.”
“So much knowledge is coming out of only a little
bit of data interpretation!”

OTHER RELEVANT RESEARCH
UNDER THE (DINNER) TABLE - NOVA SCOTIA’S INFORMAL FOOD ECONOMY
Irena Knezevic (Mount Saint Vincent University) presented her
post-doctoral research on the informal food economy in Nova
Scotia through another pecha kucha-style presentation. Irena
interviewed people about their engagement in a wide range of
informal activities (e.g., hunting, gardens, bartering, etc.).







Many participants were involved in more than one type
of activity.
All were aware of the social, cultural and economic
significance of what they do, and view their efforts as
challenging established systems.
Strong connection to the environment (deeper understanding of stewardship)
Informal food economy likely more significant and more varied than expected.
The formal support for the informal food economy is very important (e.g., access permitted to
public land to harvest)
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RESEARCH WALL
Students, community researchers, and academic researchers were
also invited to share a summary of research they’ve been involved
with or recently published reports and articles that illuminate
different aspects of community food security.

COMMUNITY FLAVOUR
Four stations were created in the four corners of the room for participants to visit and hear more
community stories, particularly about the Photovoice projects, Participatory Food Costing Affordability
Scenarios, the unique indicator for each community, and maps that present vulnerability to food insecurity
(based on the location of food outlets and socio-economic information about residents).
SPRYFIELD
Spryfield focused on special diets unique indicator in part because of the high number of immigrants in the
area. Special diets may include certain health issues, or people with philosophical issues around food.
Spryfield presenters shared two family scenarios: an older, single man without a vehicle, and a single parent
with two children. Each scenario had components that significantly influenced food security, but were not
typically thought to be food related (e.g., access to a vehicle or childcare).
SHELBURNE
Shelburne Community presenters talked about their desire to explore their community’s uniqueness. The
unique indicator for Shelburne was an exploration of the complexities of food distribution and economics
specific to lobster fishermen in Eastern Shelburne. Many interesting stories emerged though the research.
KINGS
Kings wanted to address and expose the real hunger within to community, and learn more about their level
of food security. The unique indicator for Kings Community research team involved an exploration of the
changes in farming, including foreign agricultural labor, loss of farmland and economy.
PICTOU LANDING FIRST NATION FOOD SECURITY
Sparked by initial conversations within Pictou County as part of the Participatory Community Food Security
Assessments, Pictou Landing First Nations developed its own community project and received funding from
the Atlantic Aboriginal Health Research Foundation to explore community food security/insecurity in Pictou
Landing using: Food Costing Affordability Scenarios; an inventory of resources and programs; and photos
and stories to explore experiences. Jordon Francis (Pictou Landing) presented the project, early findings,
and her reflections on food security within Pictou Landing using a pecha kucha-style presentation (20
images x 20 seconds each). Some highlights include:
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Community food inventory is complete.
The impact of the Boat Harbor Mill on the community is significant.
The work is revealing the struggle of individuals, but also as a community as a whole.
Concerns of isolation and the contamination of water.

DAY 2 (AUGUST 21, 2013): WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?
Another warm welcome was extended to greet a new day of learning and working together. There has
been a lot of information shared so far, but what does it all mean? This day focused on hearing about the
story of policy research in Nova Scotia, reflecting upon what this means, and connecting it to what we’re
learning about community food security. Together, the group tested some policy tools that may be used in
next steps.
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POLITICAL ECONOMY – A WAY TO THINK ABOUT POLICY AND POLICY CHANGE
Peter Andrée (Carleton University), Co-lead of
Policy Working Group, began the day by providing
an orientation to an approach to thinking about
policy change – the political economy. The political
economy supports an analysis of three aspects
(forces) that can influence policy: organizational
forces
(including
the
government),
economic/material forces, and ideas. The political
economy serves as the foundation for policy
conversations within ACT for CFS and we need to
work across all of these areas to achieve social
change for community food security. By using this
approach, we can identify issues of power, as well as organizations (or people) and circumstances that
either enable or constrain our policy goals, opportunities and barriers, long with challenges and tensions.
More information on the political economy framework can be found on the ACT for CFS website.
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR COMMUNITY FOOD SECURITY IN NOVA SCOTIA
Two short presentations highlighted key findings from recent ACT for CFS policy research, followed by
responses from panelists to provide the Nova Scotian policy context in relation to agriculture, population
health, and household food insecurity.

POLICY LANDSCAPE
Peter Andrée shared the challenges and opportunities for community food security that emerged from
research completed by the Working Group on the policy landscape in Nova Scotia for community food
security. The research was carried out in late 2011 and early 2012 across Nova Scotia through interviews
with people who work with the provincial government and other non-profit (“civil society”) organizations
that either play a role or have a stake in provincial-level policy that impacts community food security; the
41 interviews were with actors who have influence on the policy landscape in Nova Scotia. There was an
underrepresentation of large-scale grocers, First Nations, and African Nova Scotians in the research.
The first portion of the policy landscape
research paints the picture of the Nova
Scotia context for policy. This research has
helped us better understand community
food security, including in relation to
different food industries and systemic issues
and trends, such as: globalization; the recent
recession; and centralization of the food
system. Some tensions that we need to be
aware of include: tensions between small11 | P a g e

scale and large-scale farmers and the economic realities of scale for producers (where small-scale
producers struggle to make a living), yet many living on low incomes struggle to afford food.
It was also noted that much of what was heard across Nova Scotia resonates across the country. Nova
Scotia can light the way, and be a shining example for the rest of Canadians in developing an integrated
food strategy.
For more information, please see the Policy Landscape paper or the Policy Landscape summary.

FOOD DISTRIBUTION MODELS
Chantal Clément (Research Assistant, Policy Working Group) presented research undertaken by the Policy
Working Group to explore challenges and opportunities of different ways producers distribute their food
products within Nova Scotia, as a way to better understand mainstream and alternative systems, as well as
the price discrepancy between what producers may earn and what the consumers often pay. The research
involved interviews with producers and
associations that represent producers for five
different food types: beef, dairy, blueberries,
lobster, and field produce.
Producers experience difficulty competing with
imported food that may be cheaper than their
locally produced food and have little control
over how prices are set.
However, direct
marketing enables producers to set prices,
consumers enjoy knowing where their food is
coming from, and it builds relationships.
This research is still in progress, so check the ACT
for CFS website for more information.

NOVA SCOTIA CONTEXT
AGRICULTURE
Av Singh (Nova Scotia Food Security Network, Just Us! Center
for Small Farms, Perennia) began by describing food and
agriculture are at a cross roads. The good news is that small
scale farming has shown a small increase in Nova Scotia, but
small producers may be inhibited by supply management,
which impacts the cost of production. Consumer culture
toward food has also shifted. Many Nova Scotians no longer
want to cook with raw vegetables, and there is much focus
around time constraints of cooking, and even lack of skill.
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POPULATION HEALTH
Lynn Langille (Department of Health and Wellness) suggested that Nova Scotia could be a model for the
rest of the country. By supporting the goals and activities under Thrive! (a cross-departmental provincial
initiative to build healthier communities), ACT for CFS can make strides in building community food
security. Lynn highlighted the need to engage marginalized communities that haven’t been represented so
far, as well as a need to pay attention to the political and economic realms. With the need to work both
top-down and bottom-up, there are also lots of opportunities to involve municipalities.
HOUSEHOLD FOOD INSECURITY IN CANADA
Patty Williams spoke of household food insecurity in Canada. Relative to the rest of the country, Nova
Scotia has higher rates of food insecurity. Based on the Participatory Food Costing results, the estimated
deficit for a family of four to eat a nutritious diet is increasing. ACT for CFS is exploring connections
between income-related access to healthy food and just and sustainable food systems, as we explore how
to create strong social policy and good food policy, as well as connections between labor, employment and
community food security. This raises questions as to how best use results from ACT for CFS.
TRYING OUT POLICY TOOLS: POLICY MAPPING & STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS
After a brief introduction to the policy tools (Appendix Two) and identification of several policy areas, event
participants divided into small groups to work through policy goals.
1. Getting food onto the
upcoming provincial electoral
agenda (Presented by Marla
MacLeod)

•Goal: getting food onto the agenda of political candidates
•Letter to the party leaders
•Collect the feedback from the party people
•Use media to educate people

2. Municipal food policy
councils, charters, policies,
and planning (Presented: by
Chantal Clement & Colleen
Cameron )

•Goal: All NS municipalities to have a food charter within 3 years
•Lobby the municipal administrations and the council
•Get on agendas for the various groups that might support push for a
food charter

3. School food policies,
curriculums, and planning
(Presented by Darren Leyte)

•Goal: revision of the nutrition policy relating to schools
•Build-in an accountability function of the local school staff

4. Living Wage (Presented by
Lynn Langille & Patty
Williams)

•Goal: Guaranteed annual income for everyone
•Support an or Big Push
•Amass provincial groups into a large and powerful coalition

5. Community based
conversation on food
affordability and production
(Presented by Charles Levkoe)

•Goal: to have a conversation between the producers and the
consumers to see what sprouts
•Arrange the conversation
•Present the conversation to those that represent the two groups

6. Scale appropriate
regulation for local
production (Presented by
Kristen Lowitt)

•Goal: to maintain the owner-operator fleet separation policy (DFO)
•Talk to the groups that influence DFO and lobby for change

7. Links between groups for
land access (Presented by
Cathleen Kneen)

•Goal: Build greater community cohesion and food security through
land access
•Raise the idea with key allies and identify ways to overcome resistance
•Persuade funding to channel funds through community
organizationsRaise awareness via media
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POLICY TOOLS FEEDBACK
The purpose of using these tools was three-fold: 1) to start to think about possible policy changes at the
community or provincial level that ACT for CFS team members might be interested in pursuing; 2) to
provide ACT for CFS team members with tools to help groups strategize about policy change; and 3) to test
the tools and provide feedback on how well they work, what could be changed, and how they could be
used. Below is a summary of the feedback offered by participants.
WHAT WORKED WELL?





The tools supported the conversation that occurred/were helpful as a starting point for discussion.
The more specific the goal, the better the tools works.
Local groups should work with local issues, and provincial groups with provincial groups, etc.
If a particular policy landscape is not well known, then the tool will help people better understand
the situation.

WHAT DID NOT WORK WELL?








The layout of the policy mapping tool became messy very quickly.
The tools may not work well for a proposed action with a quick turnaround time.
It was hard to identify proper agent colors. There was much time spent sorting out the tool in order
to use it.
There are some agents/actors that may be identified as having multiple potential roles.
Decision points confused the “affect” of a group.
The policy tools did not work well within a group that had a question already in place, or if a
group’s goal has very little to do with policy creation.
The tools did not take into account people having very different roles which might influence how
they see the tools (or the pieces in the tool).

WHAT WOULD HELP MAKE THE PROCESS/TOOL WORK BETTER?



Provide users with an introduction to ensure them that “stumbling in the dark” is expected.
Always have a debrief to see how other people interpreted the tool.

HOW WOULD YOU USE THIS TOOL IN THE FUTURE?







To better understand policy goals.
Use the stakeholder analysis tool to generate discussion.
Teach about policy change and show how group goes through decision making
To identify who is missing (especially from the areas of influence).
To help a municipal council get a better picture of a situation.
Use on an individual basis, so context is grasped. Then use as a group with a better understanding.
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DAY THREE - WHAT’S NEXT? WHAT’S NEEDED?
Patty Williams began the third day by talking about what
all this information could mean over the next 1.5 years.
Achieving community food security will take more time
than remains for ACT for CFS, but by focusing on having
essential conversations and dialogues that build
relationships and shared understanding of community
food security, we can help to lay the foundation for work
that extends beyond this project.
In order to affect change, we need to draw on the
different ways of knowing, which includes factual evidence
combined with experiential knowledge and individual and
collective critical reflection. The kind of social and policy
change we’d like to see requires a change within ourselves
that can lead to changes at other levels -- organizational,
community, and systems change. Patty also mapped out
some of the ways that community dialogues can support
sharing our evidence and results and thinking and planning
for social and policy change.
Satya Ramen (Project Coordinator) reviewed the first two
days of the gathering and highlighted that our efforts to
better understand both community food security and
policy change have been ongoing since the project began
and will continue.
This event has been one key
opportunity to highlight what’s been accomplished and
learned, but really is one stop along our journey together.
Four groups created an overview of the preliminary results
in eight (very short and busy!) weeks, but this analysis is
not complete. This is participatory work and it’s vital to
share progress to enable others within the team to provide
their perspectives. In answering our second research
question, ACT for CFS has developed a better
understanding of some of the immediate and long-term
impacts of the project, which will continue as evaluation
continues in the last stages of the project. We have also
used policy tools that may help in leading from the
research to social and policy change.

Ellie Doggett (Dietetic Intern with South
Shore Public Health) presented her research
project
exploring
learning
and
achievements in addressing community
food
security
through
community
dialogues within five Nova Scotian
communities (three interviews conducted
to date).
Ellie used an asset-based
approach and early findings showed that
dialogues could be:
 Very informal and happen at gatherings
or planned events, asking provocative
questions to engage participants.
 Open to the public with little sense of
who might attend.
 Strategically planned with specific
people invited to answer questions.
With Ellie’s research came some helpful
advice in organizing and hosting community
dialogues:
 Be strategic, diverse, and inclusive when
inviting people.
 Offer support to make it easier for
community members to attend (e.g.,
childcare, food, etc.).
 Conversation is a key part of the
community dialogues, but an action based
plan may yield more tangible results.
 Set goals and objectives you wish to see
accomplished during your community
dialogue.
 Plan to stay connected after the event is
over for follow-up.
 Be prepared for the good, bad, and sad
emotions that may come out during the
dialogues.
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KNOWLEDGE MOBILIZATION
Rita MacAulay (Co-lead of the Knowledge Mobilization Working Group) provided an overview of the
approach to knowledge mobilization within ACT for CFS - asking how we can get the right information to
the right people at the right time. This Working Group identified seven key principles to guide our work:
Understanding that knowledge is socially constructed; designing research relevant to end-users; building
strong relationships; engaging in ongoing and iterative mutual learning processes; and facilitating capacity
building for knowledge use of how to work in a participatory way and mobilize knowledge.
There is a desire to have a basic framework for community dialogues to help in the planning process, and
assessing the need, opportunities and purpose of the dialogue. The Knowledge Mobilization Working Group
created a short overview (please see the website) to help in planning and hosting community dialogues,
knowing that they all differ depending on context, need and purpose.
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NEXT STEP CONVERSATIONS - WHAT’S NEXT? WHAT’S NEEDED?
Toward the end of the gathering, participants were invited to pose a question or topic for discussion that
responds to the question “What’s Next? What’s Needed?” to help realize our goals. Those who posed a
Open
question or topic (the “hosts”) were responsible for reporting back any key discussion points, questions, and
next steps to the larger group. Open Space also invites each person to participate in ways that are most
meaningful to her/him in choosing to participate in whichever conversation s/he is most interested in -- staying
for the whole conversation, moving between conversations, taking some time to reflect, or having spontaneous chats with others.
Who Came?

Highlights

Space

Next Steps

Who will do it?

 Policy landscape paper (one-pager) to
provide data points for particular
areas
 Cross referencing NS government
Thrive! Strategy with Policy Landscape
paper and be used for ongoing
communication
 Nutrition Council/Ecology Action
Centre will sent out a list of questions
for parties for the upcoming election
 Local food procurement policy

 Chantal and Lynn: Policy landscape
paper (one-pager) to provide data
points for particular areas
 Lynn, Edith, Karen MacKinnon, Shelley
Moran, Leah Poirier, and Marla
MacLeod: Cross referencing Thrive!
with Policy Landscape paper and be
used for ongoing communication
 Marla MacLeod, Darren Leyte, Av
Singh, and Edith Callaghan: Nutrition
Council/Ecology Action Centre will
sent out a list of questions for
electoral parties
 Karen MacKinnon, Edith Callaghan:
Connect about local food
procurement policy

Roadmap to Policy Change

Karen MacKinnon
Felicia Newell
Brenda Leenders
Av Singh
Kelly Whalen
Caila Aubé
Chantal Clément
Val Blair
Tanya Antle
Lynn Langille
Lindsay Corbin

 In policy, are we trying to play nice? Or are we
comfortable having the hard conversations?
 Maybe efforts need to be issue oriented (e.g.,
distribution model)
 Right timing. “When” is appropriate?
 Prioritize policy changes, so we can make a
concentrated effort
 Need to remember different levels of policy
(guidelines, standards, etc.)

How can we use the Food Costing Report to make poverty reduction a more central, action/policy oriented piece of the ACT for CFS project?
 Low income people are highly stressed by living
 Present politicians with reports
 Tools and training – ACT for CFS
Patricia Ryan
pressures – food security not at top of list – non Do kitchen table talks
 Capacity building: New Family
Meaghan Sim
issue; comes back to income
Resource Network? Community
 Inclusion: first nations (Tiny has
Julianne Acker-Verney
 How can you talk food security when you can’t pay
Society to End Poverty (Stella Lord) –
contacts in Shubenacadie)
Nadia Pabani
the rent?
links to other community groups
 Have community discussions
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Who Came?
Irene Vihant
Holly Chappas
Racheal Surette
Karen LeBlanc
Tiny White
Beth Baker
Dayle Eshelby
Stella Lord

Highlights









Need to bring business/private sector into discussion
Need to bring Food Costing report into public sphere
General public doesn’t know about it
Had public engagement in Canning—resulted in links
with public health
Long ongoing process, must be built up over time
Hard to get people out to listen
Attitudes towards low income people are a barrier to
discussion
There have to be people in the community to put it
out there

Next Steps
 Garner support from food banks,
public health, family resource centers
 Use Power Point presentation (Debra
Reimer has a good one)
 Training for people to present to the
media
 Use “Thought About Food” as a
resource
 Use FishNet Healthy Public Policy kit
as a tool
 Connect people working with/on this
project...networking group
 Don’t forget community newspapers
when thinking of the media
 Alternative modes of communication
 Do presentations to churches
 Get food security linked to poverty
reduction in election
 Develop a tool/training session for
KM in communities
 Develop/build mutual support
network for this and for advocacy
 Make links with groups/networks
working on poverty issues and others
working on social policy issues; make
links between ACT for CFS and social
policy/poverty researchers

Who will do it?
(women’s centers; community
poverty reduction coalitions; social
policy advocates/researchers)
 Poverty reduction community and
policy advocates

What has public health learned through working with ACT for CFS?
Hannah Moffatt
Larry Baxter
Doris Gillis

 Lots of public health resources have been involved in
ACT for CFS; the partnership has been a “huge asset”
 Food security is a priority for those in public health
and community members; it’s been useful to have

 Understanding the public health role
in continuing to mobilize the
knowledge learned during ACT for
CFS.

 Nancy (and Shelia) to report back re:
their presentation on public health
learning and share it with ACT for CFS
 Marjorie will have a conversation with
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Who Came?
Chris Stothart
Nancy Stewart
Marjorie Willison
Patricia Ryan
Jane Cunningham
Patricia Vanaman
Trudy Reid

Highlights










connections to community driven priorities
From the point of view of community-based
members, public health has provided: credibility,
resources, data; equal partnership, “ways of
thinking”, facilitation skills, convening role, attention
to those most vulnerable; skill & expertise;
supporting; time; training and education
The NS Public Health Protocols have supported the
involvement of public health to work on social
determinants of health and working with
communities; the “understanding communities”
piece has really created the space and allowed for
participatory understanding of community (good
timing; a shift it public health has been observed)
Public health has played a bridging role because they
are not really academic, “kind of” community-based
members; have been able to keep focus on
vulnerable and keep tension (and equity lens) alive in
the results analysis)
Participatory action research has supported how
public health wants to work in community; the food
security work has helped bring social determinants of
health alive. For example, seeing the real links
between humiliation and health.
In some communities, public health could continue to
play the role of convener. In at least one community,
this will be/is done by the community economic
development group; however in other communities,
the continued role of “hub” and “connector” could
play a valuable role in sustainability

Next Steps

Who will do it?

 Gather evidence of duel benefit of
public health involvement. For
example, Nancy Stewart is working in
partnership to do a presentation on
Sept 13th about public health learning.
 Continuing the presence (potential
hub role) when the project ends; plan
now for in 1.5 years

Rita MacAulay and Val Blair about
cross benefits
 Hannah will share results with
national audience
 Doris will consider this discussion in
conversation about the upcoming
provincial health equity lens
 Further down the road, Public Health
Association of NS could host a
professional development day about
equity

Moving Knowledge to Action
Beth Baker

 Smaller, more focused pieces, more direct
 Challenging to get information out

 “Ready to go” information for news
releases

 Talk to analysis groups.
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Who Came?
Marjorie Wilson
Doris Gillis
Rita MacAulay
Valerie Blair
Tiny White
Karen MacKinnon

Highlights

Next Steps

 Start with some people who were involved in the
conversation
 Compact messages
 Separate community and provincial messages
 Community level conversations to feed up to policy
change
 Community tracking
 Online
 Examples of info that’s “ready to go"

Who will do it?

 Regular communication on the status
of the project

How can we support student involvement?
Larry Baxter
Felicia Newell
Ellie Doggett
Satya Ramen
Jane Cunningham
Doris Gillis
Barb Anderson

 Need to find a way to connect students with
opportunities
 Difficult to match students with opportunities
 Needs to be tweaked to fit circumstance. The more
defined the easier it may be.
 Not always same goals of community and academic,
there is a need of a role in facilitating conversation
 NSHRF – educational/research of KM

 Initial e-mail and follow up phone call
to see what opportunities there are
(community and academic)
 Meeting with academic supervisors
and case communities
 Create postings where students can
respond – separate out dietetic
internships, co-ops, and thesis
 Pull learning from exit interviews with
students to share with supervisors (so
we apply that knowledge)
 Talk to community partners about
opportunities and needs that could

 Context and framing: supervisor role
and community role.


Where will we go with the analysis? & Overlap between Analysis Teams C & D (originally two conversations combined)
Meredith Flannery /
Peter Andrée

 People have concerns and questions about the
analysis process
 Long discussions about the analysis teams, the
questions, the overlaps, and who is involved and
how.
 Discussed the process.
 Discussed what sort of outputs are expected

 Bring the analysis teams together and
have a meeting about how to work
most efficiently and inclusively and
determine who is committed to
working on specific pieces
 Need to incorporate the conversations
that happened with Av, Edith, and
communities into the process
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The following two conversations spontaneously developed during the Open Space time. Not all of the details of each conversation (i.e., who
attended and next steps) were recorded, although one person from each group provided a summary of the conversation for the larger group.

Spontaneous Conversation: Evaluation Working Group
Miranda Cobb
Trudy Reid
Caila Aubé

 Make the group active again
 Anyone interested in answering a few quick
questions around what community members
learned (e.g., what worked well) is invited to talk
to Miranda.

 Developing some quick feedback
mechanisms

 Will bring this back to the
Evaluation Working Group

Spontaneous Conversation: The Role of Communities in Analysis and Next Steps
Av Singh
Edith Callaghan +
others (unrecorded).

 Community members are invited to do the
research - but aren’t invited to do the analysis.
Maybe a different model of analysis is needed.
Sheila and Patricia in Shelburne are looking at
that model of analysis
 Tease out some action items at the data analysis
team goes through the data - e.g., things that
communities could work on immediately
 Hosting Food Secure Canada in 2014 - be
important for the communities to know how
they are involved being in the host province
 Define knowledge mobilization so it’s seen as
training in the community (as it was with training
to collect and code the data)
 Community members want to know what the
data says about them - e.g., a comparative
matrix across the four case communities



Not recorded.


Not recorded.
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EVALUATION
The Evaluation Working Group of ACT for CFS (Co-lead by Nicole Druhan-McGinn and Trudy Reid) identified
an opportunity to evaluate both the event and explore the ACT for CFS project development from team
members’ perspectives. The evaluation sought to chart the success of the gathering in regards to
presentations and information, organization, and inclusivity, as well as outcomes regarding the entire ACT
for CFS project.
The evaluation used a mixed-method survey
approach that was anonymous and voluntary. A
two-page survey with multiple choice questions
was created for each day of the gathering, with
questions focusing on the activities and
experiences relating to each day. Day One
focused on learning and knowledge about
community food security, participatory action
research, and the community assessments. Day Two focused on knowledge and capacity building for
community food security and policy change. Day Three explored individuals’ perspectives on relationships
built through ACT for CFS and next. Participants were encouraged to complete the survey at the end of
each day, partly so evaluation responses would be timely, but also so individuals unable to stay for all three
days could participate in the evaluation. Below are some highlights of the evaluation results.

Day Two

Day One
• Participants resported increased knowledge
about the project, participatory action
research,the community assessements, and
community food security.
•A lot of information to absorb in one day.
•Some individiuals felt a disconnect between
groups in regards to analysis.
•Lots of excitement about the work being done.

• Increased understanding of the complexity of
policy and policy change.
• Policy tools were well received.
• Members enjoyed the hands-on learning.
• The tools need some modifications to suit
individual or community needs.
• A lot of information to absorb in one day.

Day Three
• Collaboration and networking were highlighted as important aspects of the gathering. Desire
for increased networking.
• Many ideas for furture action were highlighted.
• The opportunity to learn and build capacity was appreciated during the gathering.
• Opportunity for more cross-pollinating and sharing about what is being learned about the
process is desired.
• Some people felt revitalised with with a renewed sense of energy and purpose.
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COMMITMENT POSTCARDS
These postcards are a token of personal experiences
at the gathering. Once recorded, they will be sent
back to the participant as a reminder of their
commitment to keep the momentum going. Why did
you come, and what can you commit to as you leave? A
selection of inspiring responses are below.
WHY WE CAME…
“I want to learn, share, and
reenergize.”
“I want to learn more about
Food Security in Nova Scotia
and what I can put in place at
the Family Resource Center
where I work.”
“I have much to learn about
food security elements and
obstacles. I have ways to
contribute in systems and
social development.”

“I am concerned
about food security for my
community and I am
interested in learning how I
can participate or help with
this research and what the
research has found out so
far!”
“I believe in this project and
the importance it holds for
advancing CFS in NS! Yeah!”

“I wanted to hear what was
going on in the ‘case’
communities and how that
leads to change.”
“I love community and food!”
“I wanted to find out what is
going on, make communities
think about how I and the
group I represent fits into the
project. How can we move
forward on act on food
insecurities and poverty
reduction

WHAT WE COMMIT TO…
“Working with those I have
connected with to achieve
increased community food
security.”
“Moving several policy pieces
from research to action!”
“Getting all this information
back to my community.”

“Continue with ACT for CFS in
some capacity after my
research assistant tern is over
so I can bring data back to my
community and empower
them to CHANGE!”
“Plotting how to do
community dialogues.”
“Continued involvement.”

“Being a proponent for
change.”
“Contact my MLA about this
issue. Bring knowledge to my
professional and personal
contacts. Network. Thanks!”
“Making sense of the data at
the community level and
bringing the community
perspective.”
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WHO CAME?
Thank you to everyone who participated! The enthusiastic and meaningful contribution of each person is
what makes an event work.
Julianne Acker-Verney
Barb Anderson
Peter Andrée
Tanya Antle
Caila Aubé
Beth Baker
Larry Baxter
Sheila Bird
Val Blair
Edith Callaghan
Colleen Cameron
Aimee Carson
Holly Chappus
Chantal Clément
Miranda Cobb
Lindsay Corbin
Jane Cunningham
Ellie Doggett
Cynthia Duncan
Donna Ellis
Dayle Eshelby
Meredith Flannery
Jordan Francis
Sheila Francis
Heather Fraser
Doris Gillis
Stacy Hanninen
Christopher Hardy
Will Hill
Christine Johnson
Kathleen Kevany
Sara Kirk
Cathleen Kneen
Irena Knezevic
Sarah Lake
Lynn Langille
Joanna LaTulippe-Rochon
Karen LeBlanc
Brenda Leenders
Charles Levkoe
Darren Leyte

Joanne Llewellyn
Stella Lord
Kristen Lowitt
Rita MacAulay
Pat MacDonnell
Karen MacKinnon
Marla MacLeod
Yvonne Macor
Hannah Moffatt
Shelley Moran
Felicia Newell
Twyla Nichols
Brad Osmond
Nadia Pabani
Michelle Proctor-Simms
Satya Ramen
Kendra Read
Trudy Reid
Debra Reimer
Misty Rossiter
Debbie Rudolph
Patricia Ryan
Meaghan Sim
Av Singh
Donna Snair
Nancy Stewart
Roxana Suchorolski
David Upton
Patricia Vanaman
Irene Vihant
Alan Warner
Kelly Whalen
Tiny White
Patty Williams
Marjorie Willison
Events such as these require a
team effort – not only from
those participating, but to
those working tirelessly

before, during, and after the
event.
A huge THANKS to our guest
planning and hosting team –
Sarah Melanson, Chris
Stothart, Racheal Surrette,
and Julian Young. Each
offered many hours to plan
and host an inclusive threeday process to help us meet
our goals. The planning team
also included Rita MacAulay,
Patty Williams, and Satya
Ramen, with key support from
the ACT for CFS Management
Team (Debbie Reimer and Av
Singh) and the Program
Coordination Committee.
Note-takers, organizers, and
helpers extraordinaire
include: Christopher Hardy,
Sarah Lake, Felicia Newell,
Nadia Pabani, Kendra Read,
and Kelly Whalen.
Thank you also to Corrie
Melanson of See Meaning for
support with graphic
recording and facilitation.
Finally, big thanks to Kelly
Whalen (MSVU dietetic
intern) for incredible
organizational support and Av
Singh and the Just Us! Centre
for Small Farms for providing
fair trade and organic
chocolate to keep us going!
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APPENDIX ONE – GRAPHIC RECORDING

Day One: Weaving tapestry of CFS in Nova Scotia
Day Two: Digging into policy
Day Three: ACT for CFS the next 1.5 years
What do we need to do now to help us realize our legacy and achieve our
goals?
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